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Deploying dense network is a promising technique of fifth-generation communication to meet the challenge of soaring demand
from explosive growth of mobile users. However, this technique obviously increases the power consumption, thereby indirectly
causing heavy financial burden on mobile network operators and CO2 emission, which is considered as a major threat to the
environment. In consideration of energy storage device, self-discharge effect, and preventing repeated switch (PRS) mechanism,
a comprehensive power management model for wireless communication system in smart grid is investigated in this study from
the power consumption and economic cost aspects. Two base sleep mechanisms, namely, energy cost first (ECF) algorithm and
power consumption first (PCF) algorithm, are proposed. The ECF algorithm focuses on the minimum cost of system operation by
selecting the low-cost energy scheme. Meanwhile, the PCF algorithm considers the minimum power consumption first and then
optimizes the cost. Compared with conventional scheme, simulation results show that the two proposed algorithms can decrease
the energy cost of communication base system significantly. Setting an energy storage device can further stabilize the energy cost,
while the switching frequency can be reduced to a large extent when combined with the PRS mechanism.

1. Introduction

The proliferation of multimedia infotainment applications
and high-speed mobile devices exacerbates the demand for
high data rate and consistent quality of service (QoS). The
network area throughput needs to be increased nearly 1000-
fold over the next 10–15 years [1]. As a result, emerging
fifth-generation (5G) wireless communication systems are
urgently required. However, high throughput and low power
consumption are seemingly contradictory to the 5G require-
ments [2]. Deploying dense networks is a promising approach
to solve these issues. Dense network employs an ultradense
and irregular operator deployment of low-cost and low-
power base stations (BSs) with high density wherein user load
is high [3]. The soaring increase in mobile terminals (MTs)
and BSs aggravates the power consumption of wireless com-
munication systems.Mobile network operators (MNOs) have
reported that the power consumption of BSs contributes to
over 70% of their electricity bill [4]. The power consumption
of the information and communication technology industry

and the corresponding energy pollution are becoming major
societal and economical concerns [5].

The issue can be tackled from two aspects: the commu-
nication side mainly including the energy consumption for
data processing and the BS side for the operation of BSs. The
energy saving of BS system is extremely important consider-
ing that the BS side dominates the high consumption. Power
control, discontinuous transmission, and antenna adaptation
are three main power-saving radio resource management
mechanisms to reduce the power consumption at the BS side
[6]. Energy efficiency (EE), which is defined as the benefit-
to-cost ratio, is considered as an optimal index for balancing
area spectral efficiency and power consumption [7–10]. In the
index, the service quality per area unit (a.u.) is comparedwith
the associated energy consumption, while the expenditure on
energy is still ignored.

EE

= area spectral efficiency [bit/symbol/km2]
transmit power + circuit power per a.u. [J/symbol/km2] .

(1)
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Given the dynamic characteristics of mobile network,
the mobility and daily routine of users provide the network
traffic load with space-time varying characteristics.The sleep
mechanism, wherein BSs with low traffics during the off-
peak period are shut down, can balance the transmitting and
circuitry power consumption and thus achieve the purpose
of energy saving in the BS system [8, 11–14]. In [11], the effect
of sleep mechanism for optimization resource allocation was
determined.The results showed that the proposed switching-
off algorithm receives traffic redistribution and offloading
of the BSs to be put into sleep mode. Renewable energy
generation can harvest energy from environmental sources
(e.g., solar and wind) and is thus of low cost, which is
generally lower than the cost of generating energy from
the grid [15]. Thus, equipping BSs with renewable energy
generators is a promising solution. A reasonable power man-
agement model, which describes the relationship between
energy supply and power consumption of communication
system and lays the foundation for further research on energy
expenditure, was presented in [16, 17]. In [18], a united energy
management of coordinatedmultipoint systemwas proposed
to utilize renewable energy fully. The Lagrange dual method
was also employed to minimize the system energy cost with
an acceptable QoS.

However, these previous works have ignored the influ-
ence of energy storage device and the self-discharge effect
with no inherent limitation of system construction, during
which the reliability is uncertain when power fails [18]. The
relationship between power consumption and energy cost in
communication system has not been defined, a preliminary
idea reflected in the conference paper [19] that we worked
on before. Few works have focused on the variation in
user connections, and user mobile, which is an important
character of mobile network, has been neglected [16, 17]. The
flip-flopping between ON/OFF of BSs needs an enormous
amount of power in practical communication system, but
this topic has not been discussed yet. In consideration of
green communication and economic level, we investigate
a comprehensive power management model for wireless
communication system in smart grid. The model considers
weather condition, user mobility, and generation rate of
renewable energy to study the influence of energy storage
device, self-discharge effect, and preventing repeated switch
(PRS) mechanism. Two base sleep mechanisms are proposed
to minimize the total energy cost of communication system.
Accordingly, the relationship between power consumption
and energy cost can be determined by setting energy price
reasonably. Considering the power consumption of switch-
ing, which means the BSs switch off which are in active
state previously and the BSs turn on which are in sleep

state previously, the PRS mechanism can limit the switching
frequency in a certain range by setting a reasonable switching
factor. Such limitation greatly reduces the actual energy waste
and hardware loss.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
The comprehensive power management model is described
in Section 2, and the problem formulation is presented in
Section 3. Two base sleep mechanisms are introduced in
Section 4. The simulation results are provided in Section 5,
and the conclusions of the study are elaborated in Section 6.

The following notations are used throughout the paper.
Boldface letters refer to vectors (lowercase) or matrices
(uppercase). V and V𝐻 denote the transpose and the conjugate
transpose of a complex vector V. ‖𝑥‖ and |𝑥| stand for the
Euclidean norm and absolute value of a complex vector 𝑥,
respectively. For simplicity, some variables are defined in
Nomenclature.

2. Comprehensive Power Management Model

2.1. Communication System Model. We consider a coordi-
nated system with joint processing BSs, the number 𝑁 of
which satisfies 𝑁 > 1 (Figure 1). Each base is equipped with𝑀 > 1 antennas of transmission power 𝑃𝑡 and is powered by
independent renewable energy.The supply rates of renewable
energy vary by BS owing to the difference in renewable
energy generators. MTs are equipped with single antenna of
received power 𝑃𝑟, and the number denoted as𝐾 is randomly
generated in the BS coverage range. For convenience, we
denote the set of BSs and that of MTs as N = {1, . . . , 𝑁} and
Κ = {1, . . . , 𝐾}; 𝑁 and 𝑁 are the number of active BSs and
sleeping BSs, respectively.

A sleep mechanism is applied to turn the redundant BSs
into sleep mode and thus reduce energy cost and power
consumption simultaneously. We suppose that the system
with two active BSs, which are denoted as BS1 and BS2, can
meet the user requirements and that the rest of the BSs are
kept in the sleep mode. Then, the received signal for MT 𝑘 is
expressed as

𝑦𝑘 = ℎ𝑘𝑥𝑘 +∑
𝑙 ̸=𝑘

ℎ𝑘𝑥1 + 𝜎2, 𝑘 ∈ K, (2)

where ℎ𝑘 ∈ 𝐶1×2𝑀 is the Rayleigh fading channel vector
for MT 𝑘, 𝑥𝑘 ∈ 𝐶2𝑀×1 is the precoding signal, ∑𝑙 ̸=𝑘 ℎ𝑘𝑥𝑙 is
the interuser interference, and 𝜎2 is the background additive
white Gaussian noise atMT 𝑘. Considering large-scale fading
and taking two active BSs as an example, denoted as BS1 and
BS2, the channel vector for MT 𝑘 can be expressed as

ℎ𝑘 = [√𝑃𝑟1𝑘ℎ1𝑘 √𝑃𝑟2𝑘ℎ2𝑘] = [√𝑃𝑟1𝑘ℎ1𝑘1 √𝑃𝑟1𝑘ℎ1𝑘2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ √𝑃𝑟1𝑘ℎ1𝑘𝑀 √𝑃𝑟2𝑘ℎ2𝑘1 √𝑃𝑟2𝑘ℎ2𝑘2 ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ √𝑃𝑟2𝑘ℎ2𝑘𝑀] , (3)

where √𝑃𝑟1𝑘 and √𝑃𝑟2𝑘 are the received power for MT 𝑘
from BS1 and BS2.

We assume that ℎ𝑘, ∀𝑘 ∈ K, is available at the
transmitter; then, zero-forcing (ZF) precoding can
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Figure 1: Coordinated system of multibase stations with joint processing and BSs of local renewable energy generation.

be used to eliminate the interuser interference; that
is,

𝑥𝑘 = V𝑘𝑠𝑘, (4)

where V𝑘 is the precoding vector for MT 𝑘 and 𝑠𝑘 is
the transmitted signal. Thus, the signal-to-interference-plus
noise ratio at MT 𝑘 is given by

SINR𝑘 =
ℎ𝐻𝑘 V𝑘2𝜎2 . (5)

Given that 𝑁 > 1, we use a joint channel vector ℎ𝑘 to
calculate the precoding vector V𝑘, where the channel vectorℎ𝑘 is normalized first.

𝑔𝑘 = ℎ𝑘ℎ𝑘 ,
V𝑘 = 𝑔𝑘 ∗ inv (𝑔𝑘 ∗ 𝑔𝑘) .

(6)

2.2. Power Consumption Model. Any of the BSs can be pow-
ered by smart grid (traditional energy by default), renewable
energy (including wind energy alone, solar energy alone, or
both), and energy in storage device. The existence of energy
storage device can further stabilize the energy cost of BS
system and improve the reliability of system. At present, the
life of energy storage device can be up to 36 years, with no
obvious sign of aging after deep discharge test in the past 4
years. This study ignores the aging phenomenon but focuses
on the influence of self-discharge effect.

The generation cycle of new energy at each BS is averaged
over 15min. Thus, each BS possesses 96 time periods over
24 h (i.e., one day), denoted by Γ = {1, . . . , 96}.The smart grid
deploys the peak-valley time-of-use (TOU) tariff strategy.The
price of traditional energy varies with time. Notably, 𝑞back <𝑞𝑛,𝑡 and 𝑞back < 𝑞𝑏.We assume that the battery discharge price
is fixed. Thus, the cost of self-discharge consumption can be
expressed as 𝑆𝑡 = 𝐶𝑡𝐿𝑐𝑏. (7)
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Figure 2: Solar energy generation rate.
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Figure 3: Wind energy generation rate.

The statistical analysis of real data in Figure 2 shows that
the solar energy generation rate follows a similar pattern to
normal distribution [20]. The rate can be expressed as

𝑟1 (𝑡) = 𝜆𝑠 exp(−(𝑡 − 48)281 ) , 𝜆𝑠 ∈ {𝜆𝑠1 𝜆𝑠2} (8)

and the wind generation rate shown in Figure 3 is fixed as

𝑟2 (𝑡) = 𝜆𝑤, 𝜆𝑤 ∈ {𝜆𝑤1 𝜆𝑤2} . (9)

We use statistical data to indicate the probability of
weather conditions and thus determine the different values of𝜆𝑠 and 𝜆𝑤. In accordance with statistics, the probabilities of

sunny and cloudy days in a year are denoted as {𝑃sun 𝑃cloud} ={0.6 0.4}, and the probabilities of gale and breeze in a year are
denoted as {𝑃gale 𝑃breeze} = {0.2 0.8}.

In the cellular system, the power consumptions for active
BS and sleeping BS are denoted as 𝑃acitive,𝑡 and 𝑃sleep,𝑡, respec-
tively. The power consumption at each active BS typically
includes the transmitting power due to radio frequency
(RF) power amplifiers and the fixed power due to other
components (e.g., cooling systems, baseband units for data
processing, and circuits of RF chains) (Figure 1) [4]. We
denote the radiated transmitting power of each antenna for
period 𝑡 by𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡 ⩾ 0 and the fixed power as a constant denoted
by 𝑃fix ⩾ 0. By combining these powers, we obtain the total
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power consumption for period 𝑡 at BS 𝑛, denoted as 𝑃BS,𝑡,
which can be expressed as

𝑃BS,𝑡
= {{{

𝑃actice,𝑡 = 𝑃fix + 𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡, if BS in active state

𝑃sleep,𝑡, if BS in sleep state,
(10)

where the constant 𝜂 denotes the increment of BS power
consumption when transmitting power increases in a unit.

BS switching consumes a large amount of energy in
practice. In this study, the switching factor 𝛿 is introduced
to reflect the influence of switching. When enabling the
BS in sleep mode, the corresponding power consumption
is computed by multiplying the switching factor and the
original power consumption. If the power consumption is
still less than that of the previous BS group, the decision to
allow BS to switch on will be executed or the previous group
will remain.

3. Problem Formulation

Using the proposed model, the resource allocation in energy
domain is optimized and the energy cost is minimized under
the premise of QoS. Two base sleep mechanisms, namely,
energy cost first (ECF) algorithm and power consumption
first (PCF) algorithm, are proposed. The ECF algorithm
focuses on theminimumcost of systemoperation by selecting
the low-cost energy scheme and determines the active BSs
corresponding to the minimum cost for each period. Mean-
while, the PCF algorithm considers the minimum power
consumption first and then optimizes the cost, while the
active BS group is determined on the basis of the minimum
power consumption. The energy source of both algorithms
can be renewable energy, traditional energy, or energy in
storage device. The best combination of energy needs to be
further studied. Notably, the relevant part can be ignored if
the BS system is not equipped with energy storage device.

Mathematically, we formulate the two schemes as
Scheme 1 and Scheme 2. 𝑃𝑟,𝑡, 𝑃𝑛,𝑡, and 𝑃𝑏,𝑡 are the electricity
supply of renewable energy, traditional energy, and energy
in storage device. 𝑃𝑒,𝑡 denotes the remaining electricity of
renewable energy in period 𝑡. Then, we formulate the energy
cost minimizing problem as follows.

Scheme 1.

min Price 1
= min ∑

𝑛∈𝑁

∑
𝑡∈Γ

(𝑞𝑛,𝑡𝑃𝑛,𝑡 + 𝑞𝑏𝑃𝑏,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 − 𝑞back𝑃𝑒,𝑡) . (11)

And Scheme 1 can be decomposed into the energy cost of each
time period (Scheme 1-1), which is reformulated as follows.

Scheme 1.1.

min price 1𝑡
= min ∑

𝑛∈𝑁

(𝑞𝑛,𝑡𝑃𝑛,𝑡 + 𝑞𝑏𝑃𝑏,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 − 𝑞back𝑃𝑒,𝑡) (12)

s.t. ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

(𝑃𝑟,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑛,𝑡 + 𝑃𝑏,𝑡)
= ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

𝑃active,𝑡 + ∑
𝑛∈𝑁


𝑃sleep,𝑡, ∀𝑡 ∈ Γ (13)

𝑃𝑒,𝑡 = {{{
𝑃𝑟,𝑡 − 𝑃BS,𝑡, if 𝑃𝑟,𝑡 ≥ 𝑃BS0, if 𝑃𝑟,𝑡 < 𝑃BS, ∀𝑡 ∈ Γ (14)

𝑃𝑟,𝑡 ≤ 𝑟 × 𝑡 (15)

𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡 ≤ 𝑃𝑡𝑥-max, ∀𝑡 ∈ Γ (16)

SINR𝑘 ≥ SINR𝑙, ∀𝑘 ∈ 𝐾 (17)

𝐶𝑡+1 = 𝐶𝑡 + 𝑅𝑏 × 𝜔𝑡,
if 𝐶𝑡 < 𝐶max, 𝑞non,𝑡 < 𝑞𝑏 (18)

𝐶𝑡+1 = (1 − 𝐿) 𝐶𝑡 − 𝑃𝑏,𝑡,
0 ≤ 𝑃𝑏,𝑡 ≤ 𝐶𝑡, if 𝐶𝑡 ≥ 0. (19)

The constraint in (13) ensures that the power input is
equal to the power output in period 𝑡. Equation (14) is used
to calculate the remaining renewable energy. The available
value of renewable energy for period 𝑡 can be calculated by
(15), which fully utilizes (8) and (9). Equations (16) and (17)
denote the transmitting power constraint for period 𝑡 and
the QoS constraint for MT 𝑘. The charge process of energy
storage device is expressed in (18), while the discharge process
considering self-discharge effect is in (19).

We formulate the power consumption minimizing prob-
lem as follows.

Scheme 2.
min 𝑃

= min∑
𝑡∈Γ

( ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

(𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡 + 𝑃fix) + ∑
𝑛∈𝑁


𝑃sleep) . (20)

The corresponding energy cost can be expressed as

Price 2 = ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

∑
𝑡∈Γ

(𝑞𝑛,𝑡𝑃𝑛,𝑡 + 𝑞𝑏𝑃𝑏,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 − 𝑞back𝑃𝑒,𝑡) . (21)

Similar to Scheme 1, the above-mentioned problem is decom-
posed into the subproblems of each time period, which are
given by the following.

Scheme 2.1.
min 𝑃𝑡

= min( ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

(𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡 + 𝑃fix) + ∑
𝑛∈𝑁


𝑃sleep)
price 2𝑡 = ∑

𝑛∈𝑁

(𝑞𝑛,𝑡𝑃𝑛,𝑡 + 𝑞𝑏𝑃𝑏,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 − 𝑞back𝑃𝑒,𝑡)
s.t. (13)–(19).

(22)

By adding them, we obtain the solutions of (20) and (21).
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Specifically, the conventional scheme is obtained when
the renewable energy is ignored. In the scheme, the issue of
minimizing energy cost is equivalent to that of minimizing
power consumption and can be given as

min 𝑃
= min∑

𝑡∈Γ

( ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

(𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡 + 𝑃fix) + ∑
𝑛∈𝑁


𝑃sleep) . (23)

If 𝑞low,𝑡 = min(𝑞𝑛,𝑡, 𝑞𝑏), then the corresponding energy cost
can be expressed as

Price 3
= ∑
𝑡∈Γ

𝑞low,𝑡( ∑
𝑛∈𝑁

(𝜂𝑃𝑡𝑥,𝑡 + 𝑃fix) + ∑
𝑛∈𝑁


𝑃sleep + 𝑆𝑡)
s.t. (16)–(19).

(24)

Obviously, the diversity of energy is ignored when tra-
ditional energy adopting peak-valley TOU tariff strategy is
treated as the only source of energy. In this study, we fully
utilize low-price energy, such as renewable energy combined
with traditional energy, to supply the BS system.This applica-
tion conforms to the dominant trend. Grid repurchases of the
remaining renewable energy can further reduce the energy
cost.

4. Base Sleep Mechanism

Herein, we present two base sleep mechanisms, namely,
ECF algorithm against Scheme 1 and PCF algorithm against
Scheme 2.

4.1. ECF Algorithm. To minimize the energy cost of BS
system, the ECF algorithm decides the corresponding active
BSs withminimum energy cost in each time period, while the
redundant BSs are set into sleep mode. The ECF algorithm
prioritizes the energy of low price to reduce energy cost and
system consumption at the same time. Without the loss of
generality, assume that the system only has two active BSs.
The steps of the ECF algorithm are described as follows.

Step 1 (initializing). User distribution varies in each period
owing to the characteristics of user mobility, and the renew-
able energy generation rate is determined on the basis of the
probability of weather conditions shown in (8) and (9).

Step 2 (ZF precoding). ZF precoding is used to eliminate
interuser interference.

Step 3 (calculating power consumption). All possible BS
groups with two active BSs denoted as 𝑏1 and 𝑏2 are consid-
ered, and the corresponding power consumption is calculated
one by one.

Step 4 (prioritizing low-price energy to supply). All energy
prices are listed and the energy of low price is prioritized to
supply. Renewable energy is supplied to the BS system first.
If 𝑃𝑟,𝑡 ≥ 𝑝(𝑏1, 𝑏2), which means that renewable energy can
meet power demand, then this system can be supplied only by
renewable energy and the grid will repurchase the remaining
electricity 𝑃𝑒,𝑡. Thus, the energy cost can be obtained as

price 1𝑡 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) = 𝑆𝑡 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) − 𝑞back𝑃𝑒,𝑡. (25)

Otherwise, the algorithm continues to Step 5.

Step 5 (selecting second low-price energy). The price of
traditional energy and that of energy in storage device are
compared first and then the energy source with low price is
chosen:

𝑞𝑙 = min (𝑞𝑛,𝑡, 𝑞𝑏) . (26)

If 𝑞𝑛,𝑡 = 𝑞𝑙, then traditional energy of low price is selected
as the source. The storage device is charged following (18).
Otherwise, the system will be supplied by energy in storage
device. The energy cost can be given by

price 1𝑡 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) = 𝑞𝑙 𝑝 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) − 𝑃𝑟,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) . (27)

Step 6 (calculating the remaining power of energy in storage
device). Considering the self-discharge effect, the remaining
power of energy in storage device can be calculated using (19).

Step 7. Select the minimum energy cost price 1𝑡 of each
period:

price 1𝑡 = min (price 1𝑡 (𝑏1, 𝑏2)) . (28)

Step 8. Determine the BS group in activemode.TheBS group
corresponding to the minimum energy cost will be deter-
mined to be active and is denoted as BS1, BS2, respectively:

(BS1,BS2) = find (price 1𝑡 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) == price 1𝑡) . (29)

Step 9. Add the energy cost of each period to the total cost in
a day:

price 1 = ∑
𝑡∈Γ

price 1𝑡. (30)

The flowchart of ECF algorithm is shown in Figure 4.

4.2. PCF Algorithm. The PCF algorithm plans to solve the
issue in two stages on the basis of the minimum power
consumption to minimize the cost. First, the active group is
determined on the basis of theminimumpower consumption
of the BS system, and the redundant BSs are set into sleep
mode. Second, low-cost energy is prioritized to supply active
BSs and thus minimize the energy cost of the BS system.This
algorithm guarantees that the active BS group operates at a
low power. However, the differences in renewable energy rate
are ignored, which results in the fact that the corresponding
energy cost may be larger than that of the ECF algorithm.The
steps of the PCF algorithm are described as follows.
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Initialization and ZF precoding

Calculate power consumption

Prioritize low price energy to supply

Calculate the remaining power of energy storage device

Choose the minimum energy cost of each period:

Determine the BS group in active mode:

Calculate total cost:

= ∑
t∈Γ

(＂３1, ＂３2) = fin＞

price 1 ＪＬＣ＝？ 1t

price 1t = ＧＣＨ (ＪＬＣ＝？ 1t (b1, b2))

(ＪＬＣ＝？ 1t (b1, b2) == ＪＬＣ＝？ 1t)

Figure 4: The flowchart of ECF algorithm.

Stage 1.

Steps 1–3. These steps are the same as those in the ECF
algorithm.

Step 4. Select the minimum power consumption 𝑃𝑡 of each
period:

𝑃𝑡 = min𝑝 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) . (31)

Step 5 (Determining the BS Group in Active Mode). The BS
group corresponding to the minimum power consumption
will be determined to be active and is denoted as BS1,BS2:

(BS1,BS2) = find (𝑝 (𝑏1, 𝑏2) == 𝑃𝑡) . (32)

Stage 2.

Step 1 (Prioritizing Low-Price Energy to Supply). All energy
prices are listed and the energy with low price is prioritized to
supply. Renewable energy is supplied to the BS system first. If𝑃𝑟,𝑡 ≥ 𝑃𝑡, that is, renewable energy can meet power demand,
then this system can be supplied only by renewable energy.
The grid will repurchase the remaining electricity 𝑃𝑒,𝑡. Thus,
the energy cost can be obtained as

price 2𝑡 = 𝑆𝑡 (BS1,BS2) − 𝑞back𝑃𝑒,𝑡. (33)

Otherwise, the algorithm continues with Step 2.

Step 2 (Selecting the Second Low-Price Energy). The price of
traditional energy and that of energy in storage device are
compared, and the energy source with low price is selected.

𝑞𝑙 = min (𝑞𝑛,𝑡, 𝑞𝑏) . (34)

If 𝑞𝑛,𝑡 = 𝑞𝑙, then traditional energy of lowpricewill be selected
as the source. The storage device is charged following (18);
otherwise, the system will be supplied by energy in storage
device first. The energy cost can be given by

price 2𝑡 = 𝑞𝑙 𝑃𝑡 − 𝑃𝑟,𝑡 + 𝑆𝑡 (BS1,BS2) . (35)

Step 3 (Calculating the Remaining Power of Energy Storage
Device). Considering the self-discharge effect, the remaining
power of energy storage device can be calculated using (19).

Step 4. Add the energy cost of each period to the total cost in
a day.

Price 2 = ∑
𝑡∈Γ

price 2𝑡. (36)

The flowchart of ECF algorithm is shown in Figure 5.

5. Simulation Results

5.1. Parameter Setting. We consider a practical five-BS wire-
less communication system (with 𝑁 = 5), denoted as𝑛 = 1, 2, . . . , 5. Each BS is equipped with transmitting
antennas 𝑀 = 4. The BS system deploys the pattern of joint
processing, and the energy sources can be traditional energy,
renewable energy, or energy in storage device. Without loss
of generality, we assume that BS1 and BS5 are equipped with
wind generators, BS2 and BS4 are with solar generators, and
BS3 is with the two types of generators. Different choices of
renewable energy mean different rates for supply.

To describe the mobility characteristic of users, we ran-
domly generate users (i.e.,𝐾 = 8) with single antenna in each
time period. Corresponding to the above-mentioned system
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Initialization and ZF precoding

Calculate power consumption

Choose the minimum power consumption of each period:

Determine the BS group in active mode:

Prioritize low price energy to supply

Calculate the remaining power of energy storage device

Calculate total cost:
2 = ∑

t∈Γ

price 2t

Pt = Ｇin p (b1, b2)

(＂３1, ＂３

2) = (p (b1, b2) == Pt)find

price

Figure 5: The flowchart of PCF algorithm.

Table 1: Simulation parameters.

Parameter Value
The fixed consumption 𝑃fix 500W
The power consumption of sleep mode 𝑃sleep 250W
Power coefficient 𝜂 10
The maximum transmit power 𝑃𝑡,max 25W
Noise power 𝜎2 −50 dBm
The lowest requirement of SINR SINR𝑙 10 dB{𝜆𝑠1 𝜆𝑠2} {0.7 0.3}{𝜆𝑤1 𝜆𝑤2} {0.6 0.3}
The capacity of energy storage device 𝐶max 2000W
Self-discharge rate 𝐿 0.1%
Charge rate of energy storage device 𝑅𝑏 0.1W/s

model, we assume that only two BSs are in active mode (i.e.,𝑁 = 2) and that the other turns to sleep mode to reduce
the power consumption and energy cost of BS system. The
specific simulation parameters are provided in Table 1.

The traditional energy deploys peak-valley TOU tariff
strategy, and the electricity price factor is denoted as 𝛼.
China commercial price instruction shows that 9:00–12:00
and 17:00–22:00 are the peak periods of which the price is1.33𝛼/kWh; 8:00–9:00, 12:00–17:00, and 22:00–23:00 are the
mediumperiods of which the price is 0.87𝛼/kWh; 23:00–8:00
of the next day is the valley period of which the price
is 0.51𝛼/kWh. The fixed price of energy storage device is0.6𝛼/kWh [18].

5.2. Simulation Results and Performance Analyses. Firstly,
we investigate the effect of energy storage devices on BSs,
which guarantee the reliability of thewireless communication
system. An energy storage device with themaximum capacity

of 2 kW is applied on each BS, and the price is fixed to 𝑞𝑏,
which is higher than the lowest price of traditional energy
to compensate for the cost of storage hardware. When 𝑞𝑏 is
below the traditional energy price of current moment, the
energy storage device can be used as an alternative energy
source.When the traditional energy is of low cost, the storage
devices do not participate in the energy supply for the BS
system and will be connected to a charging source.

Analysis results performed for energy storage device are
given in Figure 6. Figure 6(a) illustrates that the averaged
price at each time period is observed to vary, following
a similar pattern as the corresponding electricity price of
traditional energy.TheECF algorithm and the PCF algorithm
can reduce the energy cost considerably at each time period
regardless of the fact that there are energy storage devices.
TheECF algorithmconsiders the generation rate of renewable
energy, the remaining electricity of storage device, and the
price of traditional energy and directly optimizes the energy
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Figure 6: Comparisons of (a) averaged price, (b) energy costs, (c) switching amount, and (d) power consumption for energy storage device.

cost of the base system by searching for the lowest one in each
time period. The algorithm determines the active BS group,
thereby fully utilizing renewable energy although consuming
extra energy. The above-mentioned cases use different active
BS groups in the corresponding time period. The supply

rates of renewable energy are also different, and differences
are found among the discharge processes of energy storage
device.Thus, the price curves of the ECF and PCF algorithms
may overlap or stagger each other. However, ECF algorithm
can reduce the energy cost of the BS system to the greatest
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Figure 7: Energy cost and power consumption considering self-discharge effect.

extent and achieves a superior performance in general. The
total energy cost under different cases without energy storage
device is compared (Figure 6(b)). If there are no storage
devices, the PCF algorithm achieves 62% total energy cost
reductions over those of conventional scheme, while the ECF
algorithm achieves 8% total energy cost reductions over those
of PCF algorithm. At the same time, the existence of energy
storage device can further stabilize the price and improve the
reliability of the system.The energy costs of all three cases are
decreased, the price curves are smooth, and the gap between
the two algorithms increases.The ECF algorithm can achieve
68% energy cost reductions, whereas the PCF algorithm
can achieve 58% reductions. From Figure 6(c), we can
observe that the ECF algorithm switches frequently. In other
words, this algorithm reduces the energy cost at the expense
of switching frequency. Moreover, the switching frequency
of the ECF algorithm increases when the energy storage
device is switched on, whereas the switching frequencies of
other cases remain unchanged. Figure 6(d) describes power
consumption under the three cases and it is unrelated to
energy storage device. Compared to conventional scheme, it
is observed that the power consumption of the PCF algorithm

is the same as that of conventional scheme, whereas the ECF
algorithm leads to a slight increase of 1851.7W.

Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) show the results considering
the self-discharge effect of energy storage device. These
results confirm that the conclusions are realistic and practical.
Figure 7(a) shows that the price curves appear to be bent com-
pared to the case without considering self-discharge effect.
Because the resulting averaged price at each time period
not only varies with a similar pattern as the corresponding
electricity price of traditional energy but also is related to
the remaining electricity of energy storage device, the price
curve of the ECF algorithm and that of the PCF algorithmwill
be staggered because of the inconsistent discharge processes
under different cases. In general, the two algorithms can
greatly reduce the averaged prices.The ECF algorithm, which
guarantees the minimum cost of each period, can reduce
the energy cost in a large extent and exhibits a superior
performance. As shown in Figure 7(b), the total energy
costs reach a high level under all three cases. The ECF and
PCF algorithms achieve approximately 60% total energy cost
reduction over that of conventional scheme, and the gap
between the price curves of the two algorithms is decreased.
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Figure 8: Comparisons of switching amount, energy cost, and power consumption for PRS mechanism.

Figure 7(c) describes the power consumption of the BS
system. It is observed that the power consumption of the PCF
algorithm is still the same as that of conventional scheme,
while the gap between the ECF algorithm and the two other
schemes shows a slight increase of 3703.7W.

Figures 8(a), 8(b), and 8(c) illustrate the effect of the PRS
mechanism, and we set the switching factor as 𝛿 = 1.1. As
shown in Figure 8(a), the switching frequency under each
case is reduced significantly after introducing PRS mecha-
nism, and decrement of the PCF algorithm is substantial.
On the contrary, the ECF algorithm varies within relatively
tight bounds, thereby reducing energy cost at the expense
of switching frequency. In Figure 8(b), it is observed that
the total energy cost increases under each case. For the PCF
algorithm, consider that the switching factor is equivalent to
searching for suboptimal active BS group which consumes
less energy. For the ECF algorithm, maintaining the previous
active groupdecreases the utilization of renewable energy and
the electricity in these storage devices, which is irreconcilable
with the goal of minimizing the energy cost. Therefore,
the PRS mechanism exerts a serious influence on the ECF
algorithm. Figure 8(c) describes the power consumption
under three cases after introducing the PRS mechanism. The
PCF algorithm still maintains its superiority and consumes
the least power compared with that of the two other cases.
The ECF algorithm can achieve an optimal effect while

consuming a small amount of power, but this algorithm is
obviously affected by the switching factor.The ECF algorithm
achieves 55.2% total energy cost reduction over that of
conventional scheme and 2.3% reduction over that of the PCF
algorithm.

Figures 9(a) and 9(b) illustrate the power consumption
and difference in total energy cost for different switching
factors using the ECF algorithm. The influence of switching
factor is investigated. For this purpose, the switching factor
is changed and the corresponding power consumption is
computed (see Figure 9(a)). The gap between the curves
narrows nearly to the vanishing point when the switching
factor is increased. The differences are obtained by subtract-
ing the original energy cost with 𝛿 = 1 to the total cost (see
Figure 9(b)). With increase in switching factor 𝛿, the energy
price increases rapidly, and the price curves become more
and more steep from 𝑡 = 42 to 𝑡 = 96. The gaps between
the curves decrease, which is due to the fact that the energy
cost for switching on active BS group becomes increasingly
high when the switching factor is increased continuously. As
a result, the active BS group keeps the previous one.

6. Conclusion

In this study, we propose two base sleep mechanisms to
reduce the energy cost of wireless BS in a smart grid
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Figure 9: Power consumption and energy cost for different switching factor.

environment. We balance the energy cost against the power
consumption of the BS system subject to the QoS constraints
of each MT, in which the diversity of energy is considered.
Each BS can be powered by hybrid sources including renew-
able and traditional energies. The ECF algorithm achieves
significant superiority at the expense of high switching fre-
quency, thereby fully utilizing low-cost energy (i.e., renewable
energy and energy in storage device). The PCF algorithm
presents a higher energy cost than that of the ECF algorithm
but demands minimum power consumption and maintains
the switching frequency the same as conventional scheme.
Setting an energy storage device can further reduce the
energy cost and improve the reliability of the system. Con-
sidering the self-discharge effect, we conclude that the ECF
and PCF algorithms can achieve considerable energy cost
reductions over those of conventional scheme. Meanwhile,
the ECF algorithm presents an outstanding performance.
The proposed PRS mechanism can decrease the switching
frequency significantly and then reduce the actual energy
waste and hardware loss caused by the repeated BS switching.
Energy cost increases with the increase in switching factor𝛿 in a certain range, and the system maintains the previous
active BS group if the switching factor 𝛿 increases continu-
ously. Accordingly, the performance of the algorithm and the
normal operation of the communication system are affected.
Thus, the switching factor needs to be set appropriately.

Nomenclature

𝑞𝑛,𝑡: The electricity price of traditional energy𝑞back: The electricity price of grid repurchases of
the renewable energy𝑞𝑏: The electricity price of energy storage
device𝐶𝑡: The available electricity of energy storage
device in period 𝑡𝑅𝑏: The charge rate of energy storage device𝐿: The discharge rate of energy storage device𝑐𝑏: The discharge price of energy storage
device

𝑟: The renewable production rage
SINR𝑙: The lowest SINR of user’s requirement.
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